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We give an estimate for the number of zeroes of the elliptic integral I,,,(h) = j w, 
w = A(x, y) dx + B(x, y) dy, along the ovals H(x, y) = h, H(x, y) = y2 - 2x2 +x4, 
in terms of the degrees of the symmetric polynomials A and B. ‘0 1991 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The weakened 16th Hilbert problem [Z] is to find the number of zeroes 
of the function Z(h) =Z,(h), with A, B, and H polynomials. The general 
results about finiteness of that number are due to Khovansky [7] and 
Varchenko [16]. Petrov in [9-131 considered the cases when: 
(i) H = y* + x3 - x, o arbitrary of degree <n; 
(ii) H = x3 + y3 + xy, w of degree dn and symmetric with respect o 
the transformation x H ix, y H [*y, c3 = 1; 
(iii) H = y* + (x2 -x4), o of degree <n. 
(Petrov does not mention the above symmetry in his paper but he 
probably forgot to, otherwise his results are not true.) In all these cases he 
proves the Chebychev property of the spaces of such integrals defined for 
h belonging to the complex plane or upper half-plane cut along half-lines 
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(h<h,} and {h,dh} (in [lo, ll]), or along {h,</zj (in [12, 133) where 
/z,,~ are the critical values of H. Petrov’s papers also contain other bounds 
but we choose only the simplest and most important. 
The case (iii) is connected with deformations of vector fields symmetric 
with respect to rotation by n: (0(x, y) = (--x, -F)). Therefore o is 
symmetric, O*w = w, and we have three Hamiltonians with compact level 
curves: 
(a) H=yl+xZ-x4, (1) 
(b) H=y’+x2+x4, (2) 
(c) H = yz - 2x’ + .x4. (3) 
We consider elliptic integrals for symmetric forms w in real domain. 
From [ 1 I] we obtain the Chebychev property of elliptic integrals in case 
(a). The same holds for Hamiltonian (b). The proof goes in the following 
way: H = h is equivalent to y2z2 + x2z2 + x4 = hz4 in homogeneous coor- 
dinates. Transformation (x, 11, Z, h)H (x, J: iz, -h) leads to the situation 
(a) in real and homogeneous coordinates. Then we should repeat the proof 
from [13]. 
Results from Arnold [2] and Iliashenko [4] suggest that for the third 
Hamiltonian the accuracy of Chebychev property is 1. We shall see that the 
accuracy grows with the degree of the form w. In [ 131 Petrov estimates the 
number of zeroes in C\{ h 2 0). However, his method of prolongation of I 
to complex values of h is not applicable here. If h E (h,i,, ccj), then Z(It) is 
the red1 part of some complex function J(h), which is real for hmin d h d 0, 
and not real for k >O. We prove that the Chebychev property with 
accuracy 1 is valid in {h > 0 }, 
The estimates for the number of zeroes in ( - 1, 0), (0, a)), and ( - 1, ai) 
are complete (upper and lower estimates are equal). There remains only the 
problem of mutual location of zeroes in (- 1,0) and (0, cc). We have an 
answer for this problem for zeroes located near h = 0. 
One can ask what happens when we throw off the symmetry of w in the 
assumption. Petrov [13] proved that in this case the Chebychev propery 
is valid in C\[O, co ). However, there is an example [ 171 showing that this 
property fails in (hmi,, cm). 
2. RESULTS 
2.1. DEFINITION. The space V of functions on the domain D is called 
Chebychev with accuracy k (in D) if every non-zero function in V has at 
most dim(V) + k - 1 zeroes in D. 
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We consider the spaces V, of functions I= Z,, = jHzh o with symmetric 
forms CO = A dx + B dJ of degree = max(deg A, deg B) d n and 
H = y2 - 2x” + x4. The critical values of H are H(0, 0) = 0 and 
H( f 1,0) = - 1 = Amin. For - 1~ h < 0, the level curves H = h consist of 
two components surrounding the critical points ( + 1, 0), and for h > 0, the 
curves H = h consist of one component surrounding the three critical 
points. The orientation is chosen in such a way that i .I’ d.u is equal to the 
area of the domain {H < h ). 
2.2. THEOREM. (a) I, has the following asymptotic expansion in the 
rleighborhood of h = 0: 
Z,,,(h)=b,+a,hln (hlP’+b,h+azlz21n I/zl-‘+b2h2- .... (4) 
(b) The maximum number of local zeroes that can appear in any per- 
turbation of I,,, in the neighborhood of h = 0 is given by 3m - 2 (resp. 3m) if 
a, (resp. 6,) is the first non-zero coefficient in the expansion of I,. 
(c) Moreover, in the generic bifurcation diagram of zeroes appear all 
combinations of (i, j) positive and negative zeroes for which i and j satislv: 
(i) O<i+j<3m-2 (resp. 3m), 
(ii) Ii- jl <m, 
(iii) i + j has the same parit)? as m. 
No other combinations qf zeroes appear. 
2.3. THEOREM. (a) Each non-zero function from V,, n 2 3, has at most 
3 [(n - 1)/2] zeroes in ( - 1, ~1). Here the accuraq of Chebychev property is 
C(n - 1 PI. 
(b) There are forms w qf degree <n, n > 3, for which I, have 
3[(n- 1)/2] zeroes in (- 1, a)). 
(c) The space V,,, n 3 3, is Chebychev with accuracy 1 itI (0, KI ). 
(d) There are forms qf degree Gn, integrals of which have dim V, 
zeroes in (0, ~6 ). 
3. SOME PROPERTIES OF INTEGRALS 
We denote 
I, = s y dx, x2y d-x. H-h H = h (5) 
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I, and I, are defined for h > - 1. Let J, and J, be the analytic continuation 
of 10(,1,0 and f,lh,,, to C\(h,<O}. Let 
Q = Re J,/Re J,,, Q, = (1/1,. (6) 
Then Q=Q, for 1~20. 
3.1. LEMMA, (a) V, =O, V, = V2 = KU,,. 
(b) Every function from C’,l, n 2 3, has a representation 
P,(h)I,, + P,(h)l,, where P, are polynomials with deg(P,) < [(n - 1)/Z] and 
deg(P,)< [(n- 1)/2] - 1. so that dim( V,,)=2[(n- 1)/2] + 1. 
3.2. LEMMA (Fuchs’ equation). 31, = 4hZb + 4f’, , 151, = 4hZb + 
(12h + 16)I;. 
The proof of the above lemmas is rather straightforward. It uses relations 
.Y’ d-x = x d.u + y dy/2 on H = k, $ = h + 2x2 - ?r4 and integration by parts. 
3.3. LEMMA. (a) For h -+ 0 
1,=8&3+ahln Jhl-‘+ ..., a > 0, (7) 
I,=32$/15+bh+ . . . . b > 0, (8) 
Q,(h)-G-Khln Ihl, K>O. (9) 
(b) Re J, and Re J,, and Q have the same asymptotic expansions as 
I,,, I,, and Q near h = 0. 
(c) Re J,,=Z,, Re J, =I,, Q=Q,for he C-1.01. 
ProoJ: (a) is the standard asymptotic expansion of elliptic integrals. (b) 
follows from the construction of J, and JI as analytic continuations of I,, 
and I,. 1 
3.4. LEMMA. The graph of the fitnction Q is composed offive trajectories 
of the vector field 
h = 4h(h + 1 ), o=5Q2+2hQ-4Q-h, (10) 
namelJ1 (see Fig. 1) 
- A,, the stable separatris of the saddle (- 1, 1) in the region 
h< -1, 
~ A,, the saddle point (- 1, l), 
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FIG. 1. Graph of Q. 
- A,, the stable separatrix of the saddle ( - 1, 1) joining ( - 1, 1) to 
the node (0, $), 
- A,, the node (0, $), 
- A,, a trajectory? tending to A, as t + - ,x8 (or as h -+ 0’). 
Proof. The graph of Q,(h) = Z,(h)/l,(h) is composed of the four trajec- 
tories AZ-A, (it follows from Lemma 3.2). Using Lemma 3.3(c), then, 
necessarily, for h < 0, Q is defined as the stable separatrix of the saddle 
(-l,l). I 
3.5. *LEMMA. (a) Q is strictly decreasing and concaoe for - E < h < 0; 
(b) 
I 0- const . h3”, I, - const . h5’4, Q(h) - const h’,’ as Ihl + +ss. (11) 
(c) Q has a unique critical point (non-degenerate minimum) h, and a 
unique non-degenerate inflection point h,, > h, for h > 0. 
Proof As in [S], with a change of scale (see Fig. 1). 1 
4. THE UPPER ESTIMATE 
Let gill) = Q(h) + R(h), R = PO/P,. 
4.1. LEMMA. 
g’I,=o=S(h)/[4h(h+ l)Pf], (12) 
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S=5P;-(2h-4)P,P,-hP;+4h(h+l)(PbP,-P;P,), 
deg(S) < 2 deg( PO). 
(13) 
ProoJ This result follows from Lemma 3.4. 1 
Proof of Theorem 2.3, Part (a). We divide the interval (- 1, + CC) into 
intervals Ai of continuity of the function g. Their number is <deg P, + 1. 
Applying Rolle’s theorem to each such interval we obtain that between any 
two successive zeroes of g in Aj there is either a zero of the polynomial S 
or the point h = 0. Moreover, zeroes of g’ lgZO correspond to contact points 
of the curve Q = -R(k) with the vector field (IO). Since the part of the 
curve Q = -R(h) between h = - 1 and the first zero of g intersects two 
separatrices of the saddle point A, = (- 1, 1) there must be a zero of S 
between - 1 and the first zero of g. Therefore the number of zeroes of g in 
(-1, co) is 
< { [(the number of zeroes of S) - 1 ] + 1) 
+ (the number of subintervals) d 3 [(n - 1)/2]. 
This implies the estimate (a) of Theorem 2.3. 1 
4.2. PROPOSITION. For every IE V,,, n 2 3, II (,,,,,) has an analytic exten- 
sion J to C\, { h < 0 }. The real part of J has at most 3 [(n - I)/23 + 1 zeroes 
in (-~0, +cu). 
Proof: I,(h) (resp. I,(h)) > 0 for h >O. The proof is similar to that 
of Theorem 2.3(a) above: we look for zeroes of the function 
g(h) = Re J,/Re J, -P PO/P,. The number of subintervals is bounded in the 
same way. Between any two successive zeroes of g in Ai there is either a 
zero of the polynomial S or a zero of the polynomial h(h + 1). In the case 
of two consecutive zeroes h, -C - 1 <h, of g located on both sides of 
h = - 1 there must be a zero of S between h, and - 1 and another one 
between - 1 and h,. Hence the number of real zeroes of g is estimated by 
{[(thenumberofzeroesofS)-2]+2} 
+ (the number of subintervals) Q 3 [(n - 1)/2]. 
Noting that the function Re J(h) has an additional zero h = - 1, we get the 
desired estimate. 1 
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5. MAXIMUM NUMBER OF LOCAL ZEROES IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD OF h=O 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. In a small neighborhood of h = 0, Z(h) = Z,(h) 
has asymptotic expansion (4). This is proved as in [14], making a strong 
use of the symmetry: integrals are divided into two parts, one in the 
neighborhood of the saddle point, and one along the other part of the loop. 
Details of how the construction works are found in Section 10 for the 
return map in the neighborhood of the double homoclinic loop. 
The maximum number of positive zeroes of Z(h) is given by the maxi- 
mum number of sign changes in the coefficients of Z(h). Here the numbers 
of positive and negative zeroes are related, since the maximum number of 
negative zeroes is given by the maximum number of sign changes in the 
coefficients of 
I(-h)=b,-a,hln ~/~~~~-Z~,Iz+a~h*ln Ihlp’+hzh2- . . . . (14) 
Let us first remark that for m even (resp. odd) the point h = 0 is attractive 
from the left and repulsive from the right or the converse (resp. attractive 
or repulsive on both sides). Hence the number of local zeroes is odd (resp. 
even). 
Note that the existence of k positive (resp. negative) zeroes leads to the 
existence of k sign changes in the expansion of Z(h) (resp. I( -h)). We first 
suppose that the perturbations are chosen in such a way that any sign 
change in the coefficients of Z(h) and Z( -h) leads to the appearance of a 
zero. This is always possible in a perturbation with 
1601 6 b,l< lbll@ la,l < lb21 e .... 
The perturbation is constructed as in [S]. 
(15) 
The sign changes between the coeflicients a, and bi (resp. between bi and 
a,+,) in Z(h) correspond to sign changes (resp. no sign changes) in the 
corresponding coefficients of Z( - h). The number i of positive zeroes is 
bounded by the number of sign changes, which is of the form k, + k,, 
where k, (resp. kz) is the number of sign changes in Z(h) which correspond 
to sign changes (resp. to no sign change) in Z( - h). Similarly, the number 
j of negative zeroes is bounded by k, + (m - k2). So the total number of 
zeroes is bounded by 2k, + m, and using k, < m’-- 1 for case a, (resp. 
k, 6 m for case b,,,), we obtain the bounds. Moreover, if we have realized 
i=k,+k,, j=k,+(m-k,), then Ii-jl=(2k,-ml<m since k,cm. 
In this way we have obtained all combinations (i, j) such that i + j > m. 
We now explain how to obtain the other combinations with i + j < m. We 
perturb as in the previous cases, starting from the higher order terms in the 
asymptotic expansion and going to the lower order terms. At each step we 
construct the perturbation sufficiently small so that any sign change in the 
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coefficients of Z(h) (resp. Z( --A)) leads to a positive (resp. negative) zero. 
We then add one or two zeroes. If we come to a place where we can only 
create pairs of zeroes, one positive, one negative, and we must only create 
zeroes of the same sign, then we take the corresponding coefftcient equal to 
zero. Since we have m - 1 (resp. m) places for creating pairs of zeroes, one 
positive, one negative, in case an, (resp. 6,,,), and m places to create a 
unique zero of chosen sign, we get the result. The perturbation governing 
the term a,, (resp. b,,,) is taken as J .x~“+~ J’ d.u (resp. s .x~“‘JI d.x) with a 
sufficiently small coefficient of the appropriate sign. 1 
6. EXAMPLE OF INTEGRAL WITH 3 [(n - 1)/2] ZEROES IN ( - 1, cc ) 
Here we prove Theorem 2.3(b). 
Let P,(A) = hk, k = [(n - 1)/2], and P,(h)-0 in the expression 
Z=P,Z,+P,Z,. Using (7) and (8), we find that the first non-zero coef- 
ficient in Dulac’s expansion is b,. Varying polynomials P, and P, we can 
obtain the whole space of finite Dulac’s expansions up to term bkhk. Using 
this and Theorem 2.2 we can find a form w of degree <n, for which I,” has 
3k = 3 [(n - 1)/2] zeroes. 
7. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.3(c) 
Here we use Petrov’s method [lo]. The function I’= \/h + 2s’ -x4 
has four branch points. If - 1 < 12 < 0, then all of them are real 
5, <x2 < .Yj < s4. If h > 0, then two of them, x, < .y4, are real, and the pair 
x2 =X, is not real. Our function Z(h) for h > 0 is defined as I= j.,, o, where 
1’ is a cycle surrounding the points X, and .x4 in @ (-y2 and xj are in the 
exterior of y). The function Z(h) is then holomorphic near (A >O}. It is 
holomorphic in the domain D = C\, (h < 01. We shall prove a little stronger 
result than Theorem 2.3(c). 
7.1. THEOREM. The space of integrals of forms of degree <n is 
Chebychev with accuracy 1 in the union of the positive real axis and the 
upper half-plane. 
Proof: We estimate the number of zeroes of Z in D using the argument 
principle. We choose the contour along a circle of great radius and along 
the cut {h d O}. Let m be the number of positive zeroes of Z, M the number 
of its zeroes inside the upper half-plane, and q the number of zeroes of 
Re(Z) in {h < 0). The increment of argument along the circle can be 
computed from the asymptotic formulas Z,- h3”4, I, - hsi4 as h -+ + ~xj. 
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Therefore the increment of the argument of I along the whole contour is 
less or equal to [(n - 1)/2] + 1 + q. Hence m + 2M < [(II - 1)/2] + q + 1. 
By Proposition 4.2, rn + q d 3[ (n - 1)/2] + 1. Therefore we obtain the 
estimate m + Md 2[(n - I)/21 + 1. i 
8. EXAMPLE OF AN INTEGRAL WITH 2[ (n- I)/21 + 1 ZEROES IN (0, + Y-) 
We find a rational function R(h) = -P,(h)/P,(h), deg P, = 
[(rz - 1)/2] = deg P, + 1, which has 2[(n - 1)/2] + 1 points of intersection 
with the function Q(h). This proves Theorem 2.3(d). 
8.1. LEMMA. There e.uist rational functions R, = S,/T,, k 3 2, deg Sk = 
[k/2], and deg T, = [(k- 1)/2], which have k + 1 intersection points nith 
the .function Q. 
Proof: If k = 2, then R, is linear and the result follows from Lemma 
3.5(c). We define R, for higher k‘s inductively. We put Rk+, = 
(1 +&Jl) - ’ ““+’ R,, where Ed > 0 is sufficiently small so that intersection 
points of R, with Q are preserved, e.g., R, + , has (k + 1) intersection 
points with Q, near those of R,. If R, + const >O as h + + ‘c/3’, then 
Rk+L h const . It > 0, and if R, --f const . A, then R,, I + const. Since 
Q - const ./z”~ at infinity, then the function Rk+ , - Q has a (k + 2)th 
zero. 1 
9. APPLICATION TO SYMMETRIC VECTOR FIELDS AND 1:2 RESONANCE 
In applications it is useful to consider the (?I+ 1 )-dimensional spaces 
W,,= (C;=, aili(h where Zi=jx”[~,d.v. (We have V, = I’,= IV,, 
V, = Vd = W,, etc.). These spaces appear as the spaces of integrals j w with 
o of degree d (n + 3) in non-homogeneous filtration: deg(x) = deg(d,u) = I, 
deg( jq) = deg(dll) = 2. Such an approach is natural in bifurcation theory of 
planar vector fields symmetric with respect to rotation 0 by angle rc. 
9.1. THEOREM. (a) Each function from W,, has at most 3[n/2] 
+ 1 - ( - 1)” zeroes in ( - 1, ‘r(, ). 
(b) There exist functions from W,, with 3[n/2] + 1 - ( - 1)” zeroes in 
(- 1, ‘XJ). 
(c) The spaces W,, are Chebychev u+th accuracy 1 in (0, x’ ). 
(d) There exist functions qf W,, with (n + 1) zeroes in (0, ,x)). 
Proqfi Every .f~ W,, has the representation I= P,Z,+ P,Z, with 
deg P,= [n/2] and deg P, = [(n - 1)/2]. The point (a) is proved as in 
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Section 4. The only difference is that deg S < deg P, + deg P, + 1 = n, and 
deg PO = deg P, for odd n’s 
For n even (b) follows from Theorem 2.3(b). For n odd it is more 
delicate. As in Section 5 we choose p, = Crhk, P, = /?hk, k = (n - 1)/2, in 
such a way that the first non-vanishing term in Dulac’s expansion (4) is 
b k+l hktl In IhJ -I, namely we take a =Z,(O), /I= -Z,(O). Then we take a 
small perturbation P, and PI of P, and P, in order to obtain 
3(k+ l)- 2 = 3k+ 1 zeroes near h =O. But the function R(h) is given 
by R(h) = - P,(h)/P,(h) = Z,(O)/Z,(O) + a(l), where o(l) is small for 
h > const > 0. From this we get another intersection point of Q(h) and R(h) 
near Q-‘(Q(O)) n {h > 0} = {h > 0 1 Q(h) = 2} (see Lemma 3.5). Therefore 
thenumberofzeroesis3k+2=3[n/2]+1-(-l)”forn=2k+l. 
In the proof of point (c) we follow Section 6 with little modifications for 
n=2k+l: m+2Mdk+l +q (the argument principle) and m+q< 
3(k + 1) (analog of Proposition 4.2). Hence m + M < 2k + 2 = n + 1. 
Finally, point (d) is proved in Lemma 8.1. 1 
10. CODIME&ION k BIFURCATION OF A DOUBLE HOMOCLINIC LOOP 
The previous discussion gives information on the bifurcation diagram for 
the codimension k bifurcation of double homoclinic loop through the 
origin, in a system symmetric under 0, 
Jc =f(x, Y) 
Ji = g(x, VI 
(16) 
A well-known example is the system 
i = 2y 
p=EIX-4x3+(E2+ ... +&k+1X*k-2-X2k)y+ ... 
(17) 
discussed in [2, 8, 151. There the double homoclinic loop occurring for 
cl > 0 is analyzed by transforming the system into a near-Hamiltonian 
system, and studying the number of zeroes of an elliptic integral. 
We consider the return map in the neighborhood of a double homoclinic 
FIG. 2. Return map in the neighborhood of the double homoclinic loop 
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loop in a symmetric system. We choose sections Z,, Z,, Z‘, as in Fig. 2, 
with a parametrization which is zero on the loop and increasing in the 
direction of the arrows. Parametrization on Z, is chosen as in Z, 
(parameter u) using the symmetry, and parametrization on Tz is given 
by parameter u. The return map inside one of the loops is given by 
H, = G, 0 F,. Half of the return map outside the double loop is given by 
Hz = G2 0 F2. G, is the analytic continuation of Gr, and therefore has the 
same Taylor series. Also the Dulac map is the same for any hyperbolic sec- 
tor in the neighborhood of the saddle point. Because of the symmetry the 
return map outside the double loop is given by Hi. Since H, is monotone, 
Hi has a fixed point iff H, has a fixed point. So we can speak of a Poincart 
map given by H, for u $0 and Hz for u > 0. This map has exactly the same 
structure as in the case of a simple homoclinic loop [ 141: it is the composi- 
tion of the Dulac map in a hyperbolic sector of the saddle point with a 
differentiable or analytic map (depending on the context). A fixed point of 
the map with u > 0 (resp. u < 0) corresponds to a large limit cycle around 
the three singular points (resp. a pair of small limit cycles). Using [ 141 
we deduce that the return map P(u) has an asymptotic expansion, 
P(u)=u+b,+a,[uo+ . ..]+b.u+ ... +ak[uko+ . ..]+bkuk+o(uk). 
(18) 
where a= a, is the trace of the saddle point, the quantity o is equal to 
w = ( JuI --(I - 1 )/a, and the quantity in brackets multiplying ai is the sum of 
u’o with a finite linear combination of ui and zli’& (where i< i’<k). The 
coefficients ui are the coefftcients appearing in the Dulac normal form of 
the saddle point [6]: 
1 = ?I 
?=(a,- 1)4’+u,.XJ,‘+u,.u*J’3+ ..’ 
10.1. THEOREM. The maximum number of limit cycles that can appear in 
any perturbation (we count a pair of small limit cycles us one) of a double 
homoclinic loop is given by 3m - 2 (resp. 3m) $a,,, (resp. b,) is the first non- 
zero coefficient of (18). In such a case, in the generic bifurcation diagram 
appear all combinations of (i, j) of small and lurge.limit cycles for which i 
and j satisfy: 
(i) O<i+j<3m-2 (resp. 3m), 
(ii) Ii- jl <mm, 
(iii) i + j has the same purity us m. 
No other combinations of limit cycles appear. 
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Proof. The proof is the same as the proof of Theorem 2.2 in Section 5, 
and is realized by perturbations of coefficients in the expansion (18). 
We will say a word of how these perturbations are constructed. Details 
can be found in [S]. We suppose that the system is in normal form at the 
origin and that the separatrices of the saddle point coincide with the coor- 
dinate axes in a neighborhood U of the origin. The perturbation of the 
vector field is constructed in three steps: 
- In a small neighborhood U’ of the origin inside U, we take a 
perturbation governing the terms a,[u”o + . . .]. 
- Inside U\ U’, we take a pergurbation in a small neighborhood of 
the coordinate axes, governing the terms bkuk, k > 0. 
- The last step is to add a last limit cycle by breaking the loop. This 
is achieved by a perturbation 
2 =f(x, Y) -E& Y) 
(18) 
I; = ‘dx, Y) + &f(X> Y), 
with E sufficiently small of appropriate sign [l]. These perturbations are 
achieved by taking the appropriate perturbation of the normal form, and 
by multiplying it by a smooth function which is one on a small 
neighborhood and zero elsewhere. 1 
The particular bifurcation diagrams for the double homoclinic loop 
bifurcations of codimensions 2 and 3 in (18) are presented in Fig. 3 [8, 151. 
(DHL 1 
FIG. 3. Bifurcation diagrams for the double homoclinic loop bifurcations of codimen- 
sions 2 and 3 in (18). 
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10.2. Remark. Topologically, (not smoothly) the bifurcation diagram 
of limit cycles near the double homoclinic loop is composed of two bifurca- 
tion diagrams of singularities of type B, of functions on the real half-line 
with boundary (see [3, Vol. 2, Chap. II, Sect. 6.11) and their intersection. 
The bifurcation diagram of B,, can be described as 
(A. E R”: the polynomial x” + A,, ~, Y- ’ + . . + 1, has a zero 
root or a multiple root >. 
One part of the bifurcation diagram is simply B,, and the other part B,* is 
its image under the symmetry: 
(io, ..., 4, ~ ,)++W”(&, -I.,, -f&,1.,,&, -is, -& )... ). 
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